FORESIGHT
CONSULTING INTERN
SUMMARY OF POSITION
We are seeking for an ambitious intern to help us build foresight capabilities for leading global
organizations.
Interns are fully integrated team members and support our consultants in the development of
foresight solutions for our international clients. As part of a forward-thinking, highly motivated
and international team of consultants and analysts, you will apply innovation and foresight
methodologies, business and strategy development practices and be involved in presenting
results of analysis and solutions to clients. In addition, we offer you the opportunity to work
independently on smaller, self-contained internal projects.

KEY TASKS & RESPONSIBILITIES
As an intern at Rohrbeck Heger, you will be responsible for: 
Supporting our consultants in preparing customized foresight solutions for clients
Preparing and supporting the facilitation and post-processing of client workshops
Diving into new topics, themes, and industries to synthesize comprehensive, yet lean
overviews and summaries thereof, e.g. in the form of trend cards or technology one-pagers
or presentations
Application of analytical and creative management and strategy techniques, e.g. scenariobased strategizing, roadmapping, business model design

SKILLS & EXPERIENCE 
Preferably academic background in economics, business informatics, industrial
engineering, management (esp. strategy and innovation), future studies or similar
(Master’s students preferred)
Strong analytical and research skills
Excellent communication skills – verbally and in writing
Ideally experience in a consulting firm 
Good knowledge of MS Office
Excellent language skills in English (German is a plus)

WHAT WE OFFER
A dynamic and exciting work environment where you will help define the future for
our customers
An attractive working environment in a strong international team in Berlin
Enjoy the flexibility and opportunities of a start-up like environment while
benefitting from our proven thought leadership in foresight and excellent track
record in delivering consulting projects to some of the world’s leading organizations
Possible further employment in our growing company

SUBMISSION & CONTACT
The current opening is for a full-time position (30-40 hrs/week) in a hybrid work model
(Berlin + remote).
We offer paid internships with a minimum duration of 6 months.
If you would like to be considered for this position, please email us your CV and provide
answers to the following questions:
What is the most exciting thing about the future? Why?
What sparked your interest in foresight?
How does your experience contribute to foresight consulting?
Contact: Ulrike Hempel
recruiting@rohrbeckheger.com

FIRM PROFILE
With decades of experience in foresight consulting and research, Rohrbeck Heger is one of the
world’s premier strategic foresight consultancies. We build future preparedness, helping
organizations across the globe anticipate change and make the right long-term decisions.

"We enable organizations to become future-prepared, to grasp emerging
opportunities and mitigate threats, and to create a prosperous future."
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